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About This Content

Europa Universalis IV: Third Rome is the first immersion pack for Europa Universalis IV, and builds on the incredible depth
of the best-selling historical strategy game. The pack focuses on building a deeper experience for Russia and its cultural

brothers, introducing new means to wield spiritual, political, and military control in the Russian empire.

Navigate new interactions with the Orthodox Metropolitans to convert piety into political power, expand the power of the state
with new government ranks, levy powerful new military units and colonize the Siberian frontier as you aspire to claim your seat

as Tsar.

Europa Universalis IV: Third Rome Includes:

Tsardoms and Principalities: New ranks of Russian government with new abilities and, for Tsars, strong bonuses
including the right to claim entire States – not just provinces.

Iconography: Commission great religious icons for the Orthodox church, boosting your empire’s power depending on
the saint you choose to revere.

Metropolitans: Consecrate highly developed provinces with Metropolitans, adding to the authority of the Orthodox
Church, but for a cost.

Streltsy: Special Russian soldiers that excel in combat, but raise the cost of stabilizing your empire
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Siberian Frontier: Russia can slowly colonize uninhabited border regions, with no fear of native uprisings

This immersion pack is bundled with goodies beyond the gameplay improvements:

Russian Principality Units: New army models for Ryazan, Yaroslavl, Odoyev and Tver.

Russian Border Units: New army models for Perm, Kazan, Pskov and Lithuania

What If Unit Pack: Army models for potential nations Polotsk, Smolensk, Ruthenia and Nizhny Novgorod

New Music: Conquer the east accompanied by new music that evokes the majesty of Russia
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Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Franchise:
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Release Date: 14 Jun, 2017
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Minimum:

OS:Windows 7/Windows 8

Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz eller AMD 3500+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb video memory required

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X- compatible soundcard

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Controller support: 3-button mouse, keyboard and speakers. Internet Connection or LAN for multiplayer

English,German,French
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immersion pack - europa universalis iv third rome

I was surprised by this game. At first glance I thought it would just be a cheap Call of Duty knockoff, but it has some polish.
The HUD was simple and helpful, the objectives were clear and sensible, and the drone control systems were simple yet fun. All
in all a solid FPS. Would play again.. This is truly one of the weirdest thing on steam, don't expect anything remotely playable,
even turning the camera is completely insane.

The base idea isn't even bad, it has a weird atmosphere and doesn't look too bad, but it's a real mess gameplay wise. Not even
good for the lulz :(. this game is ♥♥♥♥ing GREAAAAAAAAAAAAAAT
VAPORWAVE AESTHETIC! GOOD HUMOR! ERRYTING. This route is one of my favourites even though I usually prefer
high-speed routes. I really like this one because:
- The landscape has a lot of details to look at
- the included scenarios are long (1-2h) and distinctive. it's something you don't always get with other addons.
- RETB system is something I haven't seen in any other addons.
- The included Class 37\/4 looks well polished, driving it feels unique and its sounds aren't just copy-pasted from other british
trains (which unfortunately is the case for many locos)
- the route is not the easiest one. It has many gradients, speed limits and stuff. So with all the landscape and various objectives in
scenarios, it's hard to get bored with

There are a few things worth mentioning:
- I haven't seen any official loco addon for this route
- I don't care much about quick drive and free roam modes so I can't really tell how well they work. By far the best 6 Australian
dollars i have spent in VR. I thank the creators for this. Awesome in depth story along with innovative work with virtual reality.
I was and am still hoping for a sequel to The Final Hours and this adds one more to my list! I BEG FOR MORE!!!!. Played
offline as well)
Pretty good game.

Pros:
Quite interesting storyline.
Awesome cutscenes
Challenging
Detailed scenery
Sounds live up to modern day standards.

Cons:
Graphics are okay, but don't really live up to modern day standards.

Overall:
Game is quite nice, I can recommend it.. Well, I must admit that I\u2019m not a bit surprised but surprised like I didn\u2019t
think was possible. I was put down by the images and I thought \u201canother tower defense game.\u201d But seeing that the
game is currently on sale (2016-04-27) I thought I\u2019ll give it a go (god forbid the wife finds out). I started playing and soon
found myself enjoying the game a lot. It starts of easy and then progressively more difficult - as expected because games does
not become progressively easier :). The point being that the game is easy to grasp, has the potential to be very addictive and for
the price a lot of fun. The look of the towers has room for improvement though. So although I don\u2019t have a lot of game
time and I\u2019m not a hardcore tower defense nerd (neither a reviewer of games), I will strongly recommend this game..
where's me indy car
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This is the most disgusting thing I have ever seen in my life. I got AC3 Remastered with the Odyssey Season Pass.

Unfortunately this game won't start on my PC. There is just a white, sometimes transparent window opening for a few seconds
and then closes itself.
I reinstalled it two times, checked my drivers, verified my gamefiles, but still the same problem.
My hardware is also not a problem, since Odyssey runs fine and in my system I got an I7 8700k, GTX 1060 6GB VRAM and
16GB DDR4 RAM.

Let's hope there will be fixes for that in the near future. As long as this game remains in that condition I can not give a
recommendation to buy it for 40 bucks. Better get it with the season pass and wait till they fixed the major problems.

Edit: The original AC3 got removed from steam shop. Bad move in my opinion.. Simple enough game. Great to widdle away
small amounts of time. Good enough challenge at times.. I really like this game. Its some sort of pacman, but it has horror
details. This game is very creative and I can't wait for 3rd chapter! I think this game is going to be one of my favorite horrors!
Also, this game is really hard, so be prepared! 10\/10!. It's lazy even for a 99 center. To simulate shaky aim, instead of your
vision\/reticle going slightly up and down like what happens in most games with archery, here your aim swings uncontrollably
upwards for multiple seconds before it starts to come down again and actually aims where you want to, and you have to wait
through this tedious process every time. It ruins the game, but it's not like this is any good otherwise. You can have sound and
(awful) music or neither, there's no Music Off option. With a few fixes it would be at least worth the buck, but right now it's
refund material.. its so hard
. Well-orchestrated mission.
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